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ABSTRACT: Cloud Co mputing gives convenient, on-demand network access to shared pool of co mputing resources
like network storage and servers. With On demand use, high scalability and low maintenance cost of Cloud computing
more and more enterprises wishes to migrate their legacy application to the cloud environment. Cloud platform itself
promises high reliab ility. And also ensures high quality of service. But due to comp licated structure of enterprises
application and also large no of distributed components of legacy application the things are becoming complicated. So
while migrating any legacy application to the cloud becomes critical and challenging task. To improve reliab ility
proposed system gives ROcloud framework i.e. Reliability - Based optimized framework. ROCloud improves the
application Reliab ility by using Fault tolerance. ROCloudes includes two ranking algorithms. First Ranking Algorithm
is used to rank components for the application when all their co mponents of the application will be migra ted to the
cloud. And second ranking algorithm is used to rank components those are hybrid application i.e. when only part of
their components are migrated to the cloud. For components both the Ranking algorith ms make use of the Application
structure information and historical reliability information. On the basis of ranking results for the most significant
components with respect to their predefined co mponents Optimal fault to lerant strategy will be selected automatically.
KEYWORDS: Software Reliability, Cloud Migrat ion, Ranking Algorith m, Fault To lerance.
I. INTRO DUCTION
Cloud computing is a convenient, on-demand network access. It is a shared pool of configurable computing
resources. The computing resources like networks, servers, storage, etc., can be prov isioned to cloud users on-demand,
in the cloud computing environment. It is like the electricity grid. Without the concern of upfront capital or operator
expense n companies can deploy their newly developed Internet services to the cloud. Thus, when migrat ing legacy
applications to the cloud environment reliability based optimizat ion is an urgently required research problem [1].
However, cloud computing is not only for newly developed enterprise. Features like cost effective, high scalability and
high reliability also attracted other enterprises to migrate their legacy applications to the cloud [2]. First of all
enterprises usually have the concern in the cloud environment to keep or improve the application reliability.
Traditionally in software reliability engineering, to improve system reliability there are four major approaches: Fault
prevention, Fault removal, Fau lt tolerance, and Fault forecasting.
In the cloud environment, the applications deployed in the cloud environment are usually complicated. And
also consist of a large number of components. So only use of fault prevention techniques and fault removal techniques
are not sufficient. Software fault tolerance is another approach for build ing reliab le systems. To tolerate faults wh ich
can be emp loy functionally equivalent components. in the cloud environment software fault tolerance approach takes
advantage of the redundant resources. And instead of removing faults, it makes the system more robust by masking
faults. The cloud platform is flexib le and can provide resources on-demand. Still there is a charge for using the cloud
components. e.g., the virtual machines of A mazon Elastic Co mpute Cloud or Simp le Storage Service.
Legacy applications usually consist of a large number of co mponents. So providing redundancies for each
component is a very expensive task. During the mig ration of legacy applications to cloud, to assure highly reliab ility
with reduced cost i.e with limited budget, an efficient reliab ility -based optimizat ion framework is necessary.
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II. R ELATED WORK
In [2] authors illustrates the potential benefits and risks associated with the migration of an IT system in the oil &
gas industry fro m an in-house data centre to Amazon EC2 fro m a broad variety of stakeholder perspectives across the
enterprise, thus transcending the typical, yet narrow, financial and technical analysis offered by providers. The study
shows Cloud computing can be a significantly cheaper alternative to purchasing and maintaining system infrastructure
in-house. But some drawbacks like cost analysis only focused on system infrastructure costs, and did not quantify the
cost of doing the actual migration work; how the support staff costs would be affected by the migrat ion .
Authors gives a novel architectural solution for future cloud service providers based on the concept of
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) framework and IP network v irtualization in [3] . A nu mber of associated schemes have
also been designed as building blocks for the proposed framework, including resource description and abstraction
mechanis ms, virtual network request method and a resource broker mechanism named Marketplace. The proposed
framework is able to respond quickly to the infrastructure needs for those cloud services with dynamic resizing of th e
infrastructure by aggregation or partition to meet capacity requirements of services. At the same time, it imp roves the
utilisation of providers‟ resources with the creation of an infrastructure incorporating the heterogeneous resources in
the data centre. In addition, the proposed marketplace, which also allows the trading of IP network resources between
infrastructure providers and cloud service providers, is an important and complementary innovation within the cloud
landscape. The proposed framework is able to respond quickly to the infrastructure needs for those cloud services with
dynamic resizing of the infrastructure by aggregation or partition to meet capacity requirements of services. At the
same time, it improves the utilisation of providers‟ resources with the creation of an infrastructure incorporating the
heterogeneous resources in the data centre. In addition, the proposed marketplace, wh ich also allo ws the trading of IP
network resources between infrastructure providers and cloud service prov iders, is an important and complementary
innovation within the cloud landscape. But there is need of improvement of the provisioning performance of IP
infrastructure virtualization for cloud computing.
Authors introduces a probabilistic model and a reliability analysis technique applicable to high-level designs in [4].
The technique is named Scenario-Based Reliability Analysis . Scenario-Based Reliability Analysis is specific for
component-based software whose analysis is strictly based on execution scenarios. Using scenarios, we construct a
probabilistic model named "Co mponent- Dependency Graph". The Component- Dependency Graphs are directed
graphs that represent components, component reliab ilities, link and interface reliabilit ies, transitions, and transition
probabilit ies. In Co mponent- Dependency Graphs, component interfaces and lin k reliabilities are t reated as first class
elements of the model. Based on Component- Dependency Graphs, an algorithm is presented to analyze the reliab ility
of the application as the function of reliab ilities of its components and interfaces. A case study illustrates the
applicability of the algorithm. The Scenario-Based Reliab ility Analysis is used to identify critical components and
critical co mponent interfaces, and to investigate the sensitivity of the application reliability to changes in the
reliabilit ies of components and their interfaces. Cloud computing is becoming a mainstream aspect of information
technology. More and more enterprises deploy their software systems in the cloud environment.
The cloud applications are usually large scale and include a lot of distributed cloud components. Building highly
reliable cloud applications is a challenging and critical research problem. To attack this challenge, author propose a
component ranking framework, named FTCloud, or building fau lt -tolerant cloud applications in[6]. FTCloud includes
two ranking algorith ms. The first algorithm e mp loys component invocation structures and invocation frequencies for
making significant co mponent ranking. The second ranking algorith m systematically fuses the system structure
informat ion as well as the application designers‟ wisdom to identify the sign ificant components in a cloud application.
After the component ranking phase, an algorithm is proposed to automatically determine an optimal fault -tolerance
strategy for the significant cloud components. The experimental results show that by tolerating fau lts of a small part of
the most significant co mponents, the reliability of cloud applications can be greatly improved.
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III. PRO POSED ALGORITHM
A. Automated significance ranking algorithms:
i)

Component Ranking for ordinary application:




ii)

Initialize by randomly assigning a numerical value between 0 and 1 to each component in the
component graph.
Co mpute the significance value for each co mponent.
The significance values can be calculated either iteratively or algebraically. The iterative method is
repeating the computation until all significance values become stable.
Component Ranking for Hybrid application:




The components of a hybrid application are divided into two sets by their nature. One set for the
components deployed in a private data center, denoted as P, and the other for the components
moved to the cloud, denoted as C.
For each co mponent calculate the significance value.
The significance values can be calculated either iteratively or algebraically. The iterative method
is repeating the computation until all significance values become stable.

B. Fault tolerance strategy selection algorithm:



First, the aggregated failure rate f, response-time t, and the resource cost r of each fault tolerance strategy
candidate are calculated by using RB, NVP, Parallel and VM restart. And the strategies which could not
satisfy the response-time constraints will be removed.
Second, list the Top-K significant co mponents according to the descending order of their significance value.

Third, the strategy with minimu m resource cost will be selected for each of the components
as their in itializat ion strategy to make sure all of them are fault-to lerant. Then for each component, select the
candidate with the lowest aggregated failure rate as the optimal one. By repeating the last step until it meets
the user resource cost constraints, the reliab ility-based design optimization can be achieved.
IV. SYSTEM DESIGN PROCSS

Reliab ility optimizat ion framework i.e. ROCloud, includes three phases:
 Legacy applicat ion analysis;
 Automated significance ranking; and
 Fault tolerance strategy selection.
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Fig.1. System Architecture [1]

Legacy application analysis:
Both structure and failure information are extracted during the legacy application analysis phase. The structure
informat ion extraction consists of two subprocesses:
Component extraction:
The structure informat ion includes components and the invocation informat ion. The co mponents are extracted
fro m legacy applications by source code and documentation analysis. The invocation informat ion such as
invocation links and invocation frequencies can be identified fro m application trace logs. Source codes and
documentations are useful supplementary materials in addition to trace logs. All the informat ion are represented in a
component graph.
Invocation extraction:
Co mponent failure rate and failure impact collection: The failure rate and failure impact informat ion can be
collected fro m the execution logs or test results of legacy applications. The failure informat ion including failure rate
and failure impact are collected fro m the execution logs and test results of the legacy application. Co mponents with
a failure rate higher than the threshold will be re -factored, and their reliability properties will be updated. A
component graph is built for the legacy application based on the structure as well as the failure info rmation.
Automated significance ranking:
In the automated significance ranking phase, two algorith ms are p roposed for ordinary applications that can be
migrated to public cloud and hybrid applications that need to be migrated to hybrid cloud, respectively.
Software fault tolerance strategies:
Recovery Block (RB), N-Version Programming (NVP) and Parallel are three widely used strategies in
software fault tolerance. Since RB strategy invokes standby components sequentially when t he primary component
fails, its response time is the summation of the execution time of all failed versions and the first successful one.
NVP strategy needs to wait for all n responses from the parallel invocations to determine the final result, thus its
response time depends on the slowest version. While Parallel strategy employs the first returned response as the
final result, its response time is the minimu m one of all replications. So it can be concluded that the response time
performance of RB is generally worse than that of NVP, wh ich in turn is wo rse than that of the parallel strategy.
Since NVP and Parallel use parallel co mponent invocations and all the resources need to be allocated before the
execution, while in RB ext ra resources will be allocated only when the primary co mponent fails, the required
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resources of NVP and Parallel are much higher than those of RB. A ll three strategies can tolerate crash faults, and
NVP strategy can also mask value fau lts.
Strategies based on cloud features:
Cloud platforms often provide approaches such as virtual mach ine restart, virtual mach ine migration etc. to
improve reliability. These approaches can also tolerate crash faults. The strategy based on virtual machine (VM )
restart is similar to the RB strategy.
Strategies based on cloud features can also imp rove components reliability by tolerating crash faults. They
have much lower demand on extra resource compared to the software fault tolerance strategies, while they have
considerable overheads which can increase the response time. Different strategies have different resource
requirement and different effects on response time. RB strategy can affect the response time and resource allocation
if there is a failu re. While the parallel and NVP strategies have little effect on the response time but will affect the
resource allocation in all cases. The virtual machine restart strategy will not affect resource allocation but can affect
the response time if there is a failure. Employing a suitable fau lt tolerance stra tegy for the significant components
can help achieve optimal resource allocation while improving application reliability. Each fault tolerance strategy
has a number of variations, thus selecting an optimal strategy for each significant co mponent is time co nsuming. An
automatic optimal fau lt tolerance strategy selection algorith m is therefore required to reduce the workload of
application designers.
Four candidates are emp loyed for fault tolerance which include recovery block, N-version programming,
parallel, and virtual machine restart. These strategies can be employed to tolerate crash and value faults.
Other types of fault tolerance mechanisms can be added to ROCloud without fundamental changes.
V. CO NCLUSION AND FUTURE WO RK
Authors presents a reliability-based design optimization framework fo r mig rating legacy applications to the cloud
environment. They proposes a component ranking framework for fault-tolerant cloud applications. In proposed
component ranking algorithms, the significance value of a component is determined by the number of components that
invoke this component, the significance values of these components, how often the current component is invoked by
other components, and the component characteristics. After finding out the significant components, System proposes an
optimal fault-tolerance strategy selection algorith m to provide optimal fault -tolerance strategies to the significant
components automatically, based on the user constraints.
In the proposed system, only study of the most representative type of software component graph is done, i.e., scale free graph. Since different applications may have different system structures, we will investigate more types of graph
models. Future work also includes: Consideration of more factors (such as invocation latency, throughput, etc.) when
computing the weights of invocations links and investigating the component reliability itself besides the invocation
structures and invocation frequencies and more experimental analysis on real-world cloud applicat ions and also more
investigations on the component failure co rrelations.
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